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We calculate some size Ramsey numbers involving stars. For example we prove that for 
t ~ k w2 ~md n sufficiently arge the size Ramsey number 
r,,(K,,k, K, + K,)= (k(t ~ )+ 1) + (k(~ -1)+ l)(n +k-  1). 
All graphs in this paper are finite, simple and undirected. Let F, C and H be 
graphs. The number of vertices and edges of a graph F will be denoted by p(F) 
and q(F) resl~rctively, A graph F---~ (G, Hi  if every 2-colouring (say red and blue) 
of the edges cf F produces either a 'red' G or a 'blue' H. Since all colourings of F 
below will be 2-colourings of the edges of F we shall simply refer to 'colouring~' 
of F. The Ramsey number 
r(G, ]~  = rp(G, H) = min{p(F3:F---~(G, H)}, 
the size Ramsey number 
rq( G, H) = min(q(F) :F'-+( G, H)}, 
and the restricted size Ramsey number 
r*( G, H) = min{q( F) : F--) ( G, H), p( lO = r( G, H)}. 
Also if H is a ,;ubgraph of G, then G-H will denote the graph obtained from G 
by deleting the edges of H. Thus both G and G-H will have the same vertex set. 
P denotes the complement of F. Suppose G and H ;.we distinct (disjoint) graphs. 
Then G U H is 'their disjoint union and G + H denotes the complement of t~ U/SL 
The term 'size. Ramsey numbc~ was introduced in [5] and further studied in [4], 
[6], [8] and [9]. 
A survey of the few results concerning this function can be found it. [2]. The 
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main results in this paper are for size Ramsey numbers involving stars. They 
include: 
Theorem 1. Let c t=k(n -1)+ l  (k ,n~2) .  Then 
I(o k 2) k ~ n or k odd, 
otherwise. 
Theorem 2, rq(KI.2, K, ) -  * " = rq(Kt.2, Kn) 201-  1) 2 (n ~2). 
Theorem 3. For t >! k >>- 2 and n sufficiently large 
(°) r,~(K~.k,K,+K.)= r.(KLk,* K,+/~. )= 2 +a(n+k-1)  
where a = k ( t -  i)+ 1. 
1. Prefiminary notation 
Let G be a graph and suppose X. Y c_ V(G). Then (X) i:; the induced subgraph 
of G with vertex set X. E(X, Y) is the set of edges with or~e nd vet tcx in X and 
the other in Y Let x eX.  Then N(x) is the set of neighbours of x and 
N(X)=N~xN(x) .  Nv(x )=N(x)NY .  The degree d(x) of x is bv definitioa 
IN(x)l and dr(x)= JNv(x)l. ~(G), za(G) denote respectively the min in ,m and 
maximum degrees of G. Most of this terminology is by now fairly ~arJdard. In 
general terminology not defined here follows either [1] or [7]. 
2. Theorems 1 and 2 
Le.;mm,.l 1. Let k >~2. Let G be a graph with q(G)>~(~)+ 1. "then ei:her 
(i) G contains an induced subgraph with k + 1 vertices aml minimal degree >~1 or 
(it/ G contains a matching M with IMI = (k)+ 1. 
Proof. We usc induction on k. The lemma is trivially true !or k = 2. Supp,}se now 
that G is a graph with 
q(G)>~ (~)+ 1 (k~3)  
and the proposition holds for all 2~s<k.  Let veV(G) .  Then d(v)~k- -1  
otherwise Lemma l(i) holds. Furthermore there exists veV(G)  such that 
d (u)~2 otherwise Lemma l(ii) holds. Therefore choose v so that 2~<d(v)~ 
k - 1. Write G* -  G-v .  Then q(G*)>~ (k~)+ 1 and so, b~ induction, there exists 
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yc_ V(G*) such that, either 
(a) IYI = k, 8((Y))>~ 1, or 
(h) (V)~sK2, s = (%.-~)+ 1. 
Firstly assume IN(v )AY[#0.  If Y is of type (a), then write X=Y' J{v} .  
Suppose now Y is of type (b). If k is odd (and hence k ~> 3) let X be the ~et of 
k + 1 vertices incident ~to some set of ½(k + 1) disjoint edges contained in (Y}. If k 
is even let u ~ N(v) O "l" and choose a set M of ½k disjoint edges contained ira (Y) 
including an edge incident to u. Let X be the set of k + 1 vertices consistilng of 
those vertices incident :to M together with v. In all cases (X) satisfies Lem~,,~ i(i). 
Now assume IN(v) N YI = 0. t.et vt, v2e N(v). Supvose Y is of type (a). Claoose 
any vertex u ~ Y and write X* = (Y -u )O{v ,  v~}. We may suppose X* doe~ not 
satisfy Lemma l(i). Hence there exists x e X* such that IN(x)OX*[--0. Sirtce Y 
is of type (a) it follows t:h.~t x e Y -  u and xu ~ E(G). So we have proved that any 
vertex u ~ Y is incident to some vertex x e Y with dv(x) = 1. In particular tl~is is 
true for the vertex x and so dr (u )= 1. Th~ ~'~'fore k is even and (Y)~(½k)Kz. let  
Y* be the set of vertices incident to sorer_ subset of ~(k -2 )  edges :ontained in 
(Y). Let X= Y*t.J{v, vz, v2}. Then (X) sahsfies Lemma l(t). This completes the 
induction. []  
Lemma 2. Let k >~3. Let G be a graph with q(G)>~(2k)+l. ~]" k is 'odd, ttten G 
contains an induced subgraph with k + 1 vertices and minimal degree ~ 1. 
Proof. We may suppose, by l_x.mma 1, that G contains a matching M with 
IM[ = (2~)+ 1. Let X be the set of vertices incident to a subset of ~(~: + 1) clel~nents 
of M. Then (X) is an appropriate induced subgraph. [ ]  
l ,emma 3. Let G be a grail, with p (G) - -k (n -1 )+ l and 
2 / -~ ,2 /  1 (k,n~>2). 
Then, i[ either (~) k is odd or (ii) k~n,  G ,-#(KI,k, K,). 
]Proof. If k >/n, then 
2( (~)+ 1)> (k ( , , -1 )+ 1) = p((]) 
and so (~ cannot contain a matching M .~ith IMI = 0+ 1. Hence by Lemrnas l 
and 2 if k is odd or k >~ n, t~ contains an induced subgraph (X) with IXI --/¢ + 1 
and minimal degree >~1. We now colour G. Partition V(G) into stabsets 
Xo, X~ . . . . .  X, -2 so that Xo = X and ]Xi] = k (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n -2 ) .  Colour every 
edge of (Xl) red (i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 2) and all other edges of G blue. Then there 
is no red Kt.k and no blue Kn. Hence G-/~ (Kt.k, K,).  []  
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lmmma 4. Let G be a graph with p(G)=k(n-1)+ l and 
q(G)<~(k(n-21)+l)-½k(n-1)- I  (k, n >~2), 
Then i lk<n,  G-/*(KI.E, K~). 
Proof. Assume G does not contain an induced subgraph with k + 1 vertices and 
minimal degree ~>1. Since q(G)~(k(n  - 1))+ 1 ~>(~)+ 1. by Lemmas 1 and 2, k is 
even and there exists YG V((~) with (Y)~-sK2, s >~(2k)4 - 1. Choose Y so that s is 
as large as possible. If o ~ V(G) \  Y, then IN(v )n  YI = 0 otherwise (see the proof 
of t/emma 1) (~ contains the aforementioned induced subgraph. On the other 
hand IN(v)N(V(G)\Y)I=O otherwise the maximalily of s is contradicted. 
Hence d(v) = 0. Therefore s = q(G) >1 ~k(n - 1) + 1 and q((~) ~> k(n - 1) + 2 which 
is a contradiction. Hence there exists X c V((~) such that IXl  = k+l  and 
~((X))/> 1. where (X) is regarded here as an induced subglaph of (~. We now 
colour G exactly as in Lemma 3 and likewise prove that G-/*(K~.L, K.). [] 
Theorem 1. Let c~ = k(n - I )+ 1 (k, n>~2). Then 
l (a ) - (k )  k >~n or k odd. 
r,~(Kt.k, K . )= 2 2 
Proof. l.et F ~ K~, and let H be a subgraph of F with H ~- Kk- Let (5 = F -  H. We 
prove that G--*(K~.E, K.). The proof is by induction on n. The induction 
hypothesis is easily verified when n = 2. So assume n >I 3. Suppose G is coloured 
and there is no red Ki.k. Let t~c V(G)\ V(H). Let R(0) be the red neighbour- 
h(n~d of v. Then G- (R(v )U{v})  contains a subgraph (nut necessarily induced) 
isomc~rphic to Kk~._.2~. i -Kk.  By the induction hyp,o..tl'csis ince in the induced 
colouring of this subgraph there is no red KLk it follow.,, that there i.; a blue K._ t. 
This bluc K,, ~ is in the blue neighbourhood of u and so in the origin'~l colouring 
there is a blue K.. Hence G ---* (Kt,k. K,,). Therefore, by Lemma 3, 
(2 )  (k)  (k ~ n or k odd). r*(Ki.k. K,,)= - 2 
So now suppose that k ~ n and k is even. Let G be thz graph obtained from K. 
by delcting a maximal matching i.e. t~ ~Ktt3sK2 where s =½(a-  1). We prove, 
again by induction on n, that G----* (Kt.E, K.). Again the induction hypothesis is 
easily verified when n = 2. So suppose n/>3. Let v b, ~ . the vertex of maximum 
degree iq G (i.e. o is not incident o any edge in the dekted matching). Suppose G 
is coloured and there i~ no red K~,k. Then G-(R(v)U{v}) contains a subgraph 
isomorphic to H where /4~K t O soK2 and s0=~-(n-2)k. By induction in the 
induced colouring of H there is a blue K._t and hence a blue K. in the original 
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colouring of G. Hence G ~ (Kt.k, K~). So, by Lemma 4, 
r*(Kt.k, Kn) = (2 ) -½k(n-1) .  [] 
It is natural to con.lecture (although obviously foolhardy): 
r~*(K~.~, Conjecture 1. rq(Kt.k, K~) = K ).  
We can prove: 
r4(KL2, K,)  = 2(n -  1) 2 (n >~ 2). "ltheorem 2,. r,(Kt.2, K . )= * 
l[~n~t. Let M be any maximal matching in K2, t_ t. Let G = Kz, t - M be the graph 
obtained from K2,-1 by deleting M (i.e. G~-KIUsK2, s = n -1) .  This i:i a very 
slight abuse of out" earl ier notation. We show G ~ (K~.2, K,':. Colour the edges of 
G so that there is no red Kx.2. Then the gnzph H with V(H)= V(G) whose edge 
set consists of M together with tlae edges coloured red is a disjoint union of even 
cycles and paths with at least one path having an odd number (possibly 1) of 
vertices. Hence H contains a subgraph isomorphic to Kn. But E(H)  is precisely 
the set of blue edges in the colouring of G and so tn.~re is a blue K,. We have 
proved G - *  (Ki.2, K.)  and rq(Kt.2, K.) ~<2(n - 1) 2. 
Supppose G is a graph such that G -~, (K1.2, Kn) and p(G) = 2n - 1. We prove, 
by indrct ion on n, that *5(G)>~2n-2 ',. We may obviously assume that G is 
edge-minimal. The induction step for n = 2 is easily verified. Hence suppose the 
result is true for all s, 3~<s <n.  Clearly we may su, ppose 8(G)~2 since if there 
existed a vertex of degree ~1 'then G must contain a proper subgraph G*  with 
G* ~ (KI.2, Kn) and p(G*) = 2n - 1 contradicting edge-minimality. Let u E V(G) 
and v, weN(u) .  Let G*=G-{v ,  w}. Colour G*  so that there is no red Kt.z. 
Extend this colouring to G by colouring the edge vw (if it exists) red and all so far 
uncoloured edges blue. Then there is a blue K.  containir.g at most one of v and 
w. Hence in the colouring of G*  there is a blue K._~. Therefore G*--~ 
(Ki,z, K . - I )  and p(G*) = 2(n - 1 ) -  1. By induction, 6(G*) ~>2n - 5, Hence d(u) >~ 
2n-3  and so, since u was chosen arbitrarily, 8 (G)~2n-3 .  This completes the 
induction. As a consequence if G--*(KI.2, K.) and p(G)=2n-1 ,  q(G) >~ 
2(n - 1) 2. 
Now suppose G is a graph such that G--*  (KI.  2, gn) and p(G)~2n,  We prove 
by induction on n that in this case q (G)~2(~r . -  1) 2. We may again assume that G 
is edge-minimal. The result is trivially true when n = 2 so assume it is true for all 
s, 3~<s < n. If A ( (~)~ < 1, then q(G)  ~2(n  - 1) ~. Hence we may suppose ,~(G)>~2. 
and in particular we may choose vertices u, v, w such that uv, uw ~ E(G). Firstly 
we prove that the induction is complete or t~ contains either a C3 or a C~, (C;, 
denotes a cycle of length n). Let G* = G - {u, v. w}. Colour G* so that there is no 
red KL2. Extend this to a colouring of G by colouring the edge vw (if it exists) red 
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and all other so far uncoloured edges blue. Then since there is no red Kt.2 there is 
a blue K, which contains at most one of u, v and w. Hen('e in the colouring of G*  
there is a blue K,_l. So G*---~ (Ki.2, K,--i) and p(G*)>~2n-3. If p (G*)=2n-3  
lhen, by the previous paragraph, p(G*)>>-2(n-2) . If p(G*)~2n-2  then, by 
induction, q(G*)>! 2(n -2 )  2. Now suppose C~ contains neither a C3 or a C4. Then 
no vertex of (~* is adjacent o two of u, v and w. Hence every vertex of G* is 
adjacent o at least two of u, v and w. Hence 
q(G)>~q(G*)+2(2n -3)>~ 2(n -  2)2 + 2(2~:-3) :- 2(n - 1) 2. 
Hence we may suppose (~ contains either a C3 or C... Secondly we prove that 
either the induction is complete or G contains a C4. S~Jppose (~ contains no Ca. 
Then select u, v, w so that uv, uw, vweE(G) and again cefine G*= G-{u ,  v, w}. 
Then since (~ contains no C4 no vertex of (~'~ is adjacent o two of u, v and w and 
so by exactly the same argument q(G)~2(n-  1) 2. Thertffore we may assume (~ 
contains a C4. Let (vt, v2, v3, v4) be a 4-cycle in G. Let G* = G-{v1 ,  v2, v3, v4}. 
Coh)ur G* so that there is no red Kt.z. Now extend this colo'lr~ng to G by 
colouring red the edges vtv3 and v2v4 (when either or b.~th exist) CorrJplete the 
colouring of G by colouring all o:her so far uncoioured edges blue. Since there is 
no red Kt.~ there is a blue K, containing at most one of the v~".. Hence in the 
colouring of G* there is a blue K,,_.I and G*---~ (Kt.2, K,,-0. Now p(G*)~>2n-4 .  
Sincc r( K 1.2, K,,. t ) = 2 n - 3, p (G*) t> 2 n - 3 and if p (G*) = 2 n - 3 w e h ave proved 
ab~we that q(G*)>~2(n- 2) 2. On the other hand if iV((;*) I ~>20;.--1) the induc- 
tion hyp,~thesis yields q (G*)~2~n-2)  z. We may assume bec~use of edge- 
minimalitv that ea~'h vertex of G must be in some K,. l-Iencc ,5(C)~ ~l-1 and 
4 
q(G)~q(G*)+~,d(v~)-2~>2(n-2)e+4(n -1 ) -2=2( ta  i'~ z. 
i - I  
"Ibis completes the induction argument. []  
Theorem 1 for k=3,  n=4 and Theorc,n 2 for n=3,4  are t!uoted in [6]. 
Conjecture i becomes, in the special case n = 3, k >/3: 
Conjecture 2, 
Not without some considerable ffort (the result is quoted in [6]) we have 
proved that rq(Ki.3, K~) = 18 verifying the conjecture in tl'is case. As a first step in 
a proof of Conjecture 2 we would need to prove an analogue to Lemma 3. 
Namely that if G is a graph with p(G)= 2k +2, ~5(G)> 9 and 
\ 2 1 (k ~>4), 
t.hen G-/-, (K~.~, g3). We have made progress towards a 9roof of this. 
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3. Tl~mmm 3 
~ m  3. Suppose t~!¢>~2 and write a=k( t -1 )+ l. Then, for n su~ciently 
large, 
rq(KLk, K, + ~, )= . +/~, )  = (or) r~(KLk'K' 2 +a(n+k-1) .  
Proof .  We give on ly  the b.,Sefest of out l ines.  First ly 
K. + g,~+~_~ ~ (KL~, K, +/~.). 
This is easily seen since r(K~.k, K,) = k(t-- 1)+ 1 (see [3]). Incidentally this is the 
onique arrowing graph with this number of edges. 
Secondly suppose that G ---* (K~j,, Kt +/~,). Let ~' = {v ~ V(G):d(v) 
n+ t-1}. These are the 'high' vertices. We now. use an almost standard 'high- 
low argument' (see [5]) together with I,emmas 3 and 4 to complete the proof 
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